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PATTERN 28 SCARF 
THE PATTERN 
SET UP 
Beds at full pitch (needles opposite). Cast on your machine as for 1:1 rib from 34L to 34R, hanging a 
cast-on comb.  After cast on is complete, transfer stitches to the working needles in the configuration 
shown below.  As you transfer, first transfer the stitch to the main-bed working needle, if it is not 
already there, then transfer the side stitches onto the working needle. 

 
On the main bed, the needles are arranged in groups.  Each group consists of one needle in work, 
two needles out of work, one needle in work, two needles out of work, one needle in work (seven 
needles total). The groups are separated by four needles out of work.  The pattern repeat is 11 
needles. On the secondary bed the configuration is two needles in work, nine needles out of work. In 
addition, two needles are left in work after the final repeat on the secondary bed (an additional 2 
needles).  To vary the scarf in width you need a multiple of 11 plus 2 extra needles. 
 
KNITTING 
Rows 1-4: Main bed: outer needles of each group of three tuck. Secondary bed: needles knit. 
Rows 5-8: Main bed: centre needle of each group of three tucks.  Secondary bed: needles knit. 
 
Check to ensure tucks are knitting off properly on pattern rows 5 and 1. Use edge weights if 
necessary. 
 
Rep these 8 rows until row 436.  Knit rows 1-4 a final time, 440 rows total. 
 
Bind off using a crocheted bind-off, or the bind off of your choice.  The bind off does not need to be 
particularly stretchy. 
 
BLOCKING 
Wet or steam block to rectangle shape. 
 
MATERIALS & EQUIPMENT 

• 50g Sandnes Garn silk mohair yarn  
• Double-bed machine with a standard gauge (4.5mm or 5mm).  The main bed refers to the 

bed with patterning capabilities (generally back bed on Japanese machines and front bed on 
European machines). The secondary bed refers to the other bed of the machine.  

 
PATTERN NOTES 
GAUGE 
28 sts x 33R = 10cm 
FINISHED SIZE 
33cm x 133 cm 
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	  Needle setup. | indicates needle in work, • indicates needle out of work 
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